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ABSTRACT: Image denoising has become a very essential exercise all through the diagnosis especially in case of 
medical image processing involving ultrasound. Speckle pattern is one of the most complicated multiplicative noise 
which hardly degrades visual quality of clinical ultrasound images. Real time ultrasound images posses inherited 
speckle pattern which reduces its resolution and contrast there by degrading the diagnostic accuracy of the ultrasound 
image. The presence of speckle noise in fetal ultrasound images make the conditions worse to carry out prenatal 
diagnosis of congenital heart disease. This is due to the impact of edge and local fine details that are not very clear for 
diagnosis. There exists an ever growing research demand for contriving a robust speckle reduction filter to enhance the 
quality of the speckle affected image and to preserve the essential features. This paper describes about the proposed 
despeckling filter contrived with the concept of Particle Swarm Optimization of weight parameters to improve the 
algorithm of Quadrilateral Rayleigh Maximum Likelihood Estimator to suppress the speckle noise in clinical 
ultrasound images. The proposed filter establishes the Rayleigh Maximum Likelihood Estimator and particle swarm 
optimization technique hence called as PSO based QRML filter. The experimental result shown in this paper proves the 
efficacy of the proposed filter in comparison with several existing despeckling filters in terms several performance 
indices and image profile. Experimental results shows that the proposed filter removes the speckle noise effectively and 
thus outshine the conventional filters. 
 
KEYWORDS: Quadrilateral Kernels, Rayleigh Maximum Likelihood Estimation, Particle Swarm Optimization, 
Speckle suppression, Tuning parameter 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Ultraasonography is a versatile and non-invasive imaging modality useful for performing prenatal diagnosis of 
congenital heart disease. It extracts unavoidable clinical diagnostic details and is routinely used in obstetric 
examinations. With respect to its diverse virtues such as economical, provides real time images and provides 
continuous improvement in image quality [1]. But still, the major weakness is its poor visual quality, only because of 
the speckle noise. Speckle noise is inherent in clinical ultrasound images which makes it very difficult to interpret fine 
diagnostic facets and prevents the identification of low contrast lesions approximately by a factor of eight [2]. The 
biological structures in ultrasound images are scanned with missing boundaries because of the presence of speckle 
pattern [3]. In fact performing thorough clinical diagnosis of prenatal congenital heart defects from ultrasound images 
is really a challenging task for physicians [4]. Typically prenatal diagnosis has to be performed as early as possible 
during the first trimester of pregnancy. Hence the suppression of speckle noise from Ultrasound images facilitates the 
untrained physicians to perform unambiguous disease diagnosis [5]. Hence it is obvious that this scenario provide a 
greater impact to provide an opportunity for appropriate design of robust despeckling filter. 
 
 Speckle noise interferes in ultrasonic images in the form of random, deterministic and interference pattern while 
scanning the coherent ultrasound echo beams [2]. Effective despeckling can be contrived by performing suitable 
assumption about the speckle statistics intruding in ultrasound images. Despite many statistical models have been 
proposed in order to model the speckle noise pattern in ultrasound image, Rayleigh distribution was largely used to 
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represent the fully developed speckle noise [6]. Speckle in B-scans is seen as a granular structure which is caused by 
the constructive and destructive coherent interferences of back scattered echoes from the scatterers that are typically 
much smaller than the spatial resolution of medical ultrasound system. This phenomenon is common to laser, sonar and 
synthetic aperture radar imagery (SAR). Speckle pattern is a form of multiplicative noise and it depends on the 
structure of imaged tissue and various imaging parameters [7]. The histogram of the amplitude of RF envelope 
ultrasound signal backscattered from a uniform area with a high scattered density follows a Rayleigh distribution with 
mean proportional to standard deviation [8].  
 
Many generalizations have been made to improve the classical Rayleigh Maximum Likelihood Estimation based 
despeckling filter proposed by [9]. One of the modifications performed in Quadrilateral Maximum Likelihood 
Estimation Despeckling filter proposed in [10] solely depends on the use of three different statistical parameters instead 
of Coefficient of Variation parameter mentioned in classical RMLE method to differentiate the smooth and edge 
region. Second modification performed depends on the quadrilateral shape of kernel neighbourhood used for 
computing the noise estimation. The major modification performed in [11] is development of fuzzy rules in order to 
identify the type of image region as smooth or edge. The modification performed in case of [7] defines the use of 
morphological operations defining binary connectivity between pixel intensity within the kernel neighbourhood to 
identify whether the test pixel belongs to smooth or edge region. Other methods of speckle reduction methodology 
available in literature includes entropy based straight kernel and linear regression analysis for speckle suppression from 
ultrasound images proposed in [12, 13]. Various particle swarm optimization techniques were used to improve the 
performance of various speckle suppression fitlers [14-16].  
 
The proposed filter computes the mean deviation and standard deviation statistical parameters across every kernel in 
order to identify the type of image region [10]. To surmount the tradeoff between speckle suppression and edge 
preservation, the proposed filter makes use of appropriate tuning parameter while estimating the noise free pixel 
intensity [11]. The tuning parameter is of two type’s namely smooth parameter and edge parameter. These two tuning 
parameters need to be optimized in such a way that the variance of the uniform portion of the image region gets 
minimized when compared with the value of stopping criteria. In this proposed work, PSO technique is initialized with 
random values as edge and smooth tuning parameter and the fitness function of the optimization is chosen as the 
minimization of variance in uniform region. Rest of this paper is organized as follows, Section II describes the material 
and methods used to implement the proposed work. Section III discusses in detail about the quantitative and visual 
results of the proposed filter in comparison with the few existing filters. Section IV concludes the paper. 
 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 

The clinical ultrasound images used for this experimental study and evaluation of the proposed method were 
obtained from imaging modality with specifications of GE Logic 400 equipment with curvilinear transducer producing 
2ultrasound beaming frequency of 3 to 5 MHz. The algorithmic steps involved in this proposed method are illustrated 
in figure.1. The methodology of the proposed filter involves the modification made to improve the Quadrilateral 
Rayleigh Maximum Likelihood Despeckling filter proposed in [10].  The fully developed multiplicatively speckle noise 
in the backscattered signal of ultrasound waves is modeled as 

 
),(*),(),( jijiOjiN                    (1) 

   
for i = 1,2,…..,A & j =1,2,…….,B 
 
Where ),( jiN  represents the observed noisy ultrasound image, ),( jiO represents noise free original image and 

),( ji  represents multiplicatively corrupted speckle noise pattern in ultrasound image. The distribution of speckle 
noise pattern is approximated by independently and identically distributed Rayleigh probability density function 
specified in [9]. The noise free pixel intensity is estimated by establishing robust Rayleigh Maximum Likelihood 
Estimator and is given by   
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In the above equation 22  is used as filter tuning parameter. Now the proposed method computes the values of 
coefficient of mean deviation D shown in equation (3) and standard deviation S in every quadrilateral kernels to 
discriminate the type of image region. 
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Fig. 1 Flow diagram of proposed filter 

 
If D > Standard deviation, then the filter identifies the region within the quadrilateral kernel as smooth and we use 
smooth tuning parameter 22  S . If D < Standard deviation, then the filter identifies the region within the kernel as 

edge and we use edge tuning parameter 22  E . Standard deviation of the selected kernel is denoted by S. 
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 Particle Swarm Optimization is basically a social analogy inspired evolutionary computational intelligent 
technique developed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 [17]. In PSO technique, the algorithm is initialized with random 
numbers of particles as population in the search space and search process is carried out to optimize the potential 
solutions. Every particle in the search space does the search operation by tracking the best solution in local 
neighbourhood and calls it as localBest value and best solution in the entire population area and calls it as globalBest 
value. This kind of tracking is accelerated toward best solutions in the search space by changing the velocity of particle 
movements. The optimization of the best solution is achieved by evaluating the fitness function and for this 
experimental study the fitness function if given by detecting the uniform area  
 

Fitness function 
 


Ai Bj

jiU
AB
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1

                                           (4) 

Where  is the mean of uniform area and A, B represents the size of the uniform area U.  
The initializing position and accelerating velocity of the PSO optimization technique is given the following equation 

iii vxx                                                (5) 

Where ix and iv are particle position and particle velocity. Particle velocity updating is validated by calculating the 
velocities of each particle in the search space and its corresponding equation is given by  
                   
                 )()( 2211 iiii xglobalBestrcxlocalBestrcvwv                (6) 
 
Where w represents the random weight factor and is expressed by the following equation 
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In this experimental study the concept of PSO based optimization is used for finding optimized tuning parameter values 
for finding the noise free pixel intensity using QRMLE despeckling filter. The pseudo code of the PSO optimization of 
tuning parameter is as follows 
 
Step 1: Initialize population: 
For each particle in each kernel 
    Initialize particle as random tuning parameter S and E  
END 
 
Step2: Local Best particle selection using fitness function 
Do 
    For each particle  
        Calculate fitness value according to equation (4) 
If Current Variance measure < localBest 
                   set localBest = Current Variance measure 
    End 
 
Step3: Global best particle selection using fitness function 
   If Current Variance measure < globalBest 

Then globalBest = localBest 
    For each particle  
        Calculate particle velocity according to equation (5) 
        Update particle position according to equation (6) 
    End  
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Step 4: Make decision to continue or stop iterations 
Go to Step 1 if Variance is not equal to stopping criteria  
 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Despeckling is carried out with the proposed method and few other existing methods using clinical ultrasound fetal 

heart images. Figure 2 shows the simulated results of processed images along with clinical original image. The 
ultrasound image is corrupted with various intensities of speckle noise density and the various performance metrics 
were measured for the conventional and proposed filters.  

 
The proposed filter is compared in performance with respect to median filter, frost filter and classical Rayleigh 

Maximum Likelihood Estimation (RMLE) based despeckling fitler. Table.1. Shows the various performance metrics 
measured for the proposed filter alone for different noise intensity levels. The performance metrics taken into account 
for proving the efficiency of the proposed despeckling process were Equivalent Number of Looks – ENL, Minimum 
Absolute Error – MAE, Peak Signal to Noise Ratio – PSNR and Feature Similarity Index Metric – FSIM. Table.2 
shows the performance of the proposed filter compared with the above mentioned filters in terms of PSNR performance 
measure. Fig.3 and Fig.4 shows the graphical illustration of the performance metrics measured with Table.1 and 
Table.2 respectively.  

 
Table 1: Various performance metrics computed for proposed filter 

S.No Noise 
Variance 

ENL MAE PSNR FSIM 

1 0.02 13.70 1.60 33.49 0.97 
2 0.04 12.63 2.12 32.88 0.95 
3 0.06 12.31 2.84 32.40 0.93 
4 0.08 11.53 4.1 31.12 0.91 

 
 

 

 
 

                 (d)                                                                    (e)                                                                      (f)   

                 (a)                                                                  (b)                                                                    (c)   
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Fig. 2. Original and filtered ultrasound fetal heart images (a) Original image (b) Cropped image (c) Noisy image (d) Median filter (e) Frost filter (f) 

RML filter (g) Proposed filter 
 

Table 2: PSNR measure for proposed filter and existing filters 
 

S.No Noise 
Variance 

Median Frost  RMLE  Proposed fitler 

1 0.01 24.06 28.64 32.61 34.30 
2 0.02 23.94 27.45 32 32.94 
3 0.03 23.15 25.92 31.80 32.6 
4 0.04 22.48 23.54 30.07 31.32 
5 0.05 21.34 22.42 29.32 30.43 
6 0.06 19.31 20.71 29.01 30.21 
7 0.07 18.02 19.15 28.45 29.85 
8 0.08 16.91 18.18 27.21 29.06 

 

 
 

Fig. 3 Plot of various performance metrics for proposed filter 

 
 

Fig. 4 Plot of comparative performance of various filters for PSNR metric 

          (g)  
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IV. CONCLUSION 

  
We have modified the quadrilateral Rayleigh Maximum Likelihood Despeckling filter by synergizing the Particle 

Swarm Optimization technique. This process tends to reduce the variance in uniform image regions. Thus the image 
becomes more suitable without speckle noise to draw unambiguous diagnostic results. The proposed algorithm 
successfully optimizes the tuning parameter and thereby achieves the balance between speckle suppression and edge 
preservations. It is apparent that the proposed filter is capable of preserving the edges as well as suppressing the speckle 
noise. On comparing the quantitative performance metrics, it is found that the proposed filter outperforms the existing 
filters.  
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